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MESSAGE

‘A team is not a group of people that work together
A team is a group of people that trust each other’

Dear Readers

Greetings for an ever bright 2021!It’s a moment of gratification as I pen down my thoughts

to wish you all and acknowledge the grit and stoic endurance with which we all faced the

ever challenging year 2020 and how beautifully we have transformed a crisis to our

advantage. The entire education sector has brought in a transformational plethora of changes

and we at Blue Bells are empowered and ever so on the front foot equipped to adopt these

changes. New beginnings, new hopes, new wishes set the tone for new projects, goals and

aspirations. The past year 2020, gave us a roller coaster ride but each time we as a team

came up with the phenomenal online classes, events, celebrations, we felt, together we did

pretty well.

I am delighted to wish and congratulate each stakeholder for making the most of this pandemic and coming out

heroic in their respective ways. The school ensured that the learning outcomes by the children are being met through

the well-regulated and streamlined online classes. The pandemic gave a far more scope to get into the individualized

and personalized needs of our students. Teachers got onto not just teaching curriculum but reaching out in varied

ways through blended learning, tools and techniques. I am immensely proud and happy with the teaching faculty and

their enthusiasm that touched each student’s heart. We were delighted to see the students and parents lending

immense support through time, care and vigilance to each other. I have always felt that tough times don’t define you,

they refine you.



In sync with the same, I am happy to share that the Primary Wing had also celebrated Reading as a festival by

organizing a library Connect Programme with storytelling sessions, read aloud activities, cover designing and

many more. The understanding of the nuances of reading with plot, character study, protagonist, theme made the

world of reading more engaging and fun. The BlueBellians left no stone unturned to explore the opportunities even

in tough times.

Dear students, grab opportunities in this home learning scenario and make the most of learning through various

platforms. This is a beautiful time to clean up, that means getting rid of all the unnecessary things, not only in your

home but also in your mind, in your emotions, in your body and in your consciousness. Maintain a balance of

work, learn and play. Stay well, stay safe because life is beautiful only when it is in balance.

Warm regards

Soumya Gulati

Deputy Director (Academic Development and Innovation)

Blue Bells Group of Schools

Gurugram



Hall of Fame

Dr. Anisha Gupta (PGT-Biology)has been honoured

with the Shiksha Gaurav-2020 Award, organized by

CED Foundation in collaboration with Global Talk

Education Foundation and Microsoft Team, at the

recently held Teachers Ambassador ceremony.

“The two most important days in your life are the day you are born and the day you find out why.”- Mark Twain 



Hall of Fame

Ms Geetika Batra, has been conferred with the Global Teachers Award 2020. She has also been

honoured with the Shiksha Gaurav -2020 Award organized by CED Foundation in collaboration with

Global Talk Education Foundation and Microsoft Team. Ms Geetika Batra is now recognised as one of

the top 100 teachers globally!

“Successful people do not vary greatly in their abilities. They vary in their desires to reach their potential.” - John C. Maxwell



SOF International Mathematics Olympiad

Dron Parasher (Class II) has been conferred International Rank 1 in the SOF International Mathematics

Olympiad exam. He received a Gift Voucher along with a certificate and medal from SOF.

“Arriving at one goal is the starting point to another.”- John Dewey 



SOF International Science Olympiad

Ishaan Singh (Class IV) has been conferred International Rank 13 at the SOF National Science Olympiad.

He received a cash prize of Rs. 2500 along with a certificate and medal from SOF.

“Success in life is not for those who run fast, but for those who keep running and always on the move.”- Anonymous



HEALTH & WELLNESS PROGRAMME 

“The key to Wellness is to accept responsibility for your health and wellbeing.” 

Dr. Alka Saxena, Deputy Director (Health & Wellness) Blue Bells Group of Schools, established the Health & Wellness

Programme for BBGS in the year 2009 with the futuristic vision of equipping the students to delve deeper into their inner

world. Over the years, she has groomed a full-fledged team of Doctors, Nurses, Counsellors, Special Educators, Life Skill

Facilitators, and teachers to carry forward her vision of empowering students.

The Health & Wellness Resource Center, a unique initiative, was established in the year 2015 by Dr. Saxena, with the sole

aim of catering to the needs and demands of Blue Bells Group of Schools as well as other schools. The center’s main focus is

to create modules, workshops and policies for the students, teachers and parents. The Resource Center team is headed by Dr.

Alka Saxena and comprises of Ms. Renu Khare and Ms. Shreya Kumar, (Counsellors and Content Developers) along with

Ms. Priyanka Chaturvedi, (Value Education Facilitator and Content Developer) and Ms. Premlata Yadav (Office

Executive, Health & Wellness). Under the aegis of the Health & Wellness Programme, the Resource Center team plans and

conducts various Sessions, Workshops and Modules for the students, teachers and parents after a meticulous and extensive

research.



World Mental Health Day

In sync with the ‘MANODARPAN’

initiative and the goal of the World Mental

Health Day campaign of increased

responsiveness in mental health, the Health

& Wellness Team under the guidance of Dr.

Alka Saxena scheduled a Poster Designing

Activity for Classes VI–XII. The activity was

conducted through Zoom Session on October

21, 2020 for students of classes IX to XII and

from October 19 to October 23, 2020 for

classes VI to VIII in their respective Life

Skills classes. Students enthusiastically

participated in the activity and created

thoughtful e-posters as well as posters on

A3/A4 sheets on the given topics related to

Mental Health and Well-being.



‘

‘EMPEZAR’: A BEGINNING - HEALTH & WELLNESS FIESTA 2020-21

‘Empezar’: A Beginning- Health & Wellness Fiesta 2020-21, an Intra School event, was organized from November 2, 2020 to

November 12, 2020 under the aegis of the Health & Wellness Programme of the school with the theme “Safe, Healthy & Green

Diwali”. This annual feature of the school for the students of Primary Wing included a plethora of activities designed specifically to

sensitize the students on celebrating a Safe and Eco-friendly Diwali. All the activities were conducted by the facilitators in their

respective Value Education Classes through Zoom Sessions. Classes I & II had Story Telling session in the first week followed by a

pictorial depiction on the topic, My Safe Green Diwali in the second week. Class III had Rangoli Designing activity and created

beautiful Rangolis using coloured paper and recycling materials available at home. Class IV was given the task of Creating lanterns with

Old newspapers, old greeting/wedding cards, coloured chart papers available at home which they created enthusiastically. Class V

creatively involved themselves to design wonderful Diwali Greeting Cards with Mandala or Doodle art form. The objectives of the

activities were well achieved as it provided a platform for the students not only to exhibit their understanding but also spread happiness

and joy in the simplest manner.



MINDFULNESS IN EDUCATION 

Dr. Alka Saxena took up the initiative to

organize an awareness campaigns on

“coping effectively with the new normal”.

In sync with this, a webinar on Mindfulness

was organized for the teachers of Blue Bells

Group of Schools on October 8, 2020. The

Resource person, Ms. Saumya Sharan, a

well-known Clinical Psychologist at Circle

of Life, India, explained how mindfulness

would help students and teachers to focus

on the present moment helping to build a

positive environment in these challenging

times.



SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON SAFE DIWALI

To enlighten and sensitize the students on the theme ‘Safe Diwali’, a

Special Assembly was conducted on November 11, 2020 for the

Primary Wing Classes III to V via Zoom Webinar by the Health &

Wellness Team. The Health & Wellness Team under the inspirational

guidance of Dr. Alka Saxena, prepared a talk show on how to celebrate

a Safe, Healthy & Green Diwali for the students. This talk show was

presented by the Health & Wellness Ambassador, and the Peer

Educators. The objective was to enable the students to feel and

internalize the values and sensitize everyone towards the issue.

Donning roles as eminent personalities of the society, the Health &

Wellness Council members apprised the importance of Safe and Green

Diwali by covering the minutest details like harmful effects of crackers

on environment as well as animals, child labour in cracker factories,

wasteful expenditure, adulteration, & safety tips to follow during

Diwali. Dr Alka Saxena, not only discussed about the poor Air Quality

Index after Diwali but also emphasized on the 3 R’s which need to be

kept in mind to ensure the true spirit of festivity. She also reiterated the

students about the Pandemic and to be mindful of the safety measures

while enjoying the festival.

It was an earnest attempt by the Health and Wellness Team to create

sensitivity on the issue along with creating an understanding about the

real essence of celebrating Diwali.



CAREER CONFLUENCE FOR STUDENTS & PARENTS

The school organized a session on Career Counselling under the aegis of Health

& Wellness Programme for the students and Parents of Classes IX to XII on

November 19 & 20, 2020, and for the Parents on December 5, 2020 online via

Zoom Webinar.

It is a unique endeavour of the team to apprise the students and their parents about

the various career options available in order to achieve their goals.

The school collaborated with Unique Psychological Services and invited Ms

Gagandeep Kaur a Presidential Double Gold Medalist and a Child & Clinical

Psychologist, to brief the students and parents. The main motive was to provide

parents and students knowledge regarding stream selection, effective career

planning and career options to enliven their dreams of a bright career. At the end of

the session, parents and students could interact with Ms. Kaur in the form of a

Q&A session.



COUNSELLING SUPPORT FOR OVERALL WELL-BEING

During this challenging time of a worldwide Pandemic, mental and emotional well-being is as important as physical

well-being, more so for children. Keeping this in mind the Health & Wellness Team sent Circulars to parents informing

them about the counseling support being provided by the school and NCERT (telephonically) which would help them

and their children to tide over the difficult times.

A circular apprising about GLOBAL MENTAL HEALTH FEST’2020 (9-11 October 2020) organized by Fortis Mental

Health Program under the aegis of Dr. Samir Parikh was sent to the students to help them build a better understanding of

positive mental well-being.



ACCOLADES AT 27TH PERFECT  HEALTH MELA 2020 (DIGITAL EDITION), 

HARMONY & ECOFEST NATIONAL INTER-SCHOOL COMPETITIONS

The students under the aegis of the Health & Wellness

Programme mentored by the Health & Wellness Team

under the leadership of Dr. Alka Saxena participated in

various events in the 27th Perfect Health Mela 2020

(Digital Edition), Harmony & Ecofest National Inter-

School Competitions on November 4th & 5th, 2020

organized by Heart Care Foundation of India. This

platform helped the students to hone their innate potential

and exhibit their exceptional talent. They proved their

excellence to clinch coveted positions in all the events

they competed wherein more than 100 schools from

across Delhi & NCR competed.

Goohika Joshi from

Middle Wing won IInd

prize in Poetry

Yash Srivastav from

Senior Wing won IInd

prize in Mono Act

Juhi Arora from Middle Wing

won IIIrd prize in Singing



Examination is at times a stressful period for some students, hence it is important they

know how to manage and deal with this stress. The School Counsellors along with the

Life Skills Facilitators conducted a Webinar through the Zoom platform for students

of Classes X & XII on December 15, 2020 & December 17, 2020 respectively.

The session included ways to identify stress and various internal and external factors

that lead to stress during examinations, prioritizing of tasks, maintaining a SMART

time-table, learning styles and pattern of learning were some of the key points on

which the counsellors emphasized on. They also encouraged the students to follow a

healthy lifestyle and gave tips on how to improve their concentration. After the

session, the students asked some questioned which were addressed by the counsellors

and school leaders.

The session ended on a positive note where it was shared with the students that they

could connect individually with the counsellors for further support.

DISTRESS TO DE-STRESS: HANDLING EXAMINATION STRESS



FIT INDIA WEEK

In sync with the nationwide “FIT INDIA MOVEMENT” & the CBSE ‘FIT INDIA SCHOOL WEEK ’objective to

alter ‘Passive Screen time’ to ‘Active Field time’, the Health & Wellness Team under the guidance of Dr. Alka Saxena,

took up the initiative to organize a series of sports activities to create awareness about fitness among the students.

The school organised a week long sports activity schedule for classes III to V. The activities conducted through Zoom

Sessions from December 24 to December 29, 2020 were Mass P.T for class III, Aerobics for class IV and Yoga for class

V. Two sections of each class were involved in each session. All the students participated enthusiastically. In the

beginning of the session the importance of physical activity was explained to the students. This activity was a joint effort

of the Health & Wellness Programme and the Physical Education Department of the school.



AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS

WORLD AIDS DAY

The Health & Wellness Team, led by Dr. Alka

Saxena, raised awareness for World AIDS Day

on the theme ‘Global Solidarity, Shared

Responsibility’ through thought-provoking

posters.

The purpose was to motivate students to stand

against HIV-related stigma and discrimination

that continues to exist in society today. Blue

Bells Group of Schools believes that

encouraging the youth of today to stand up for

issues that matter will help make the world a

better place to live in.

“The key to growth is the introduction of higher dimensions of consciousness into our awareness.” Lao Tzu



EXAM TIPS

To help students gear up and channelize their energies smartly during the exam season, Dr. Alka Saxena, shared some

Exam tips through a video. The purpose was to apprise students on how to manage Exam Stress and optimise their

schedule for better productivity.

“Trust yourself, you know more than you think you do” – Benjamin Spock





December 31, 2020 December 28, 2020

‘Velocity-2020’–an Inter-school competition 

organized by ASN International School, New 

Delhi.

Ishi Tiwari(V-B) bagged First position

with her scintillating Fusion Solo

Dance in Velocity-2020.

‘MI-Me’–an Inter-school competition held by 

Suncity School, Gurgaon.

Ayshi Gupta(VII-D) bagged

Second Prize in ACE

Category, Group 3(VI-VII).

Juhi Arora (VIII-C) bagged

Second Prize in ACE

Category, Group 2(VIII-IX).

Ishi TiwariAyshi GuptaJuhi Arora



December 01,2020 November 28,2020

‘Maadhyam’-an Inter-school competition hosted  by 

Imperial Heritage School, Dwarka.

Chhavi Goel(IV-A) bagged

Third prize at the event

‘Eternal Beauty’.

National Level Debate Competition 

organised by Entab Campus Care.

Bikramjeet(V-A) bagged Second

prize at the event ‘It’s All About

Leaves’.

Pari Chouhan (XI-D) spoke on the topic

‘Should Religious Teachings be a Part of the

Academic Curriculum’ where she was

declared the ‘Best Speaker’ for the motion.

Chhavi GoelBikramjeetPari Chouhan



November 28,2020

‘La fête de la langue’ – an Inter-school language festival 

organised by Blue Bells Model School, Gurgaon.

Pari Chouhan (XI-D) won First Prize in Contra Opinion.

Nikunja Kalia (IX-D) won First Prize in Perspective Photography.

Avneet Mishra (V-D) won Second Prize in Comicostaan.

Juhi Arora (VIII-C) & Gyanav Chauhan (VI-A) won Second Prize in Geeta Gayan.

Deepika Gupta (VII-A) won Third Prize in ‘Le plat français sans feu’- French.

Shruti Gupta (III-A), Tanmay Singh (IV-B), Prabhav Kalsi (V-B) won Third Prize 

in Grammothon.

Pari Chouhan Nikunja Kalia Avneet Mishra

Shruti Gupta Prabhav Kalsi

Juhi Arora Deepika GuptaGyanav Chauhan Tanmay Singh



November 19,2020 November 18,2020

‘Virtual Tinkerfest 2020’ organised by Delhi Public School, 

Sec 45, Gurgaon.

‘Virtual Verve’-an Inter-school 

Championship organised by The Heritage 

School, Rohini, Delhi.

Shubhadeep Mishra(VII-C) and Sushant Yadav(VII-A)

bagged Second position and received the recognition for

their lively and informative exchange on how to generate

electricity from the currently unrecycled garbage which

found resonance with the judges.

Shreya(X-A) displayed exceptional volleyball

skills and techniques to emerge as the winner

in the under-17 category.

Sushant YadavShubhadeep Mishra
Shreya



November 11,2020 November 11,2020

‘AMIFEST’20’(Amity Commerce and Humanities Fest) 

organised recently by Amity International School,Sector43, 

Gurgaon.

‘SWAPNIL’- an Inter-school Competition 

organized by Lion Public School, 

Gurgaon.

Riya Yadav, Ishika Jain and Tarushi Kalra of XI-D were

the ‘First Runners-up’ at AMIFEST’20. All of them

received this recognition for drafting a Manifesto for

‘United Party of India’, their fictional political party.

Chirag Yadav(VII-C) &Anushna Srivastava

(VIII-A)displayed their amazing dance skills

to a captivated audience and walked away

with the First prize in the Duet Dance event.

Tarushi KalraIshika JainChirag Yadav Riya YadavAnushna Srivastava



November 09,2020

‘Club Fest 2020’-an Inter-school celebration of extracurricular pursuits organised by

Heritage Experiential Learning School, Gurgaon.

Khushi Yadav(X-C):First Position in the event Nazaria (Comic Designing).

Aaina Yadav(IX-C):First Position and Sayesha Dhulia(X-C):Third Position in the event Nautanki (Imitation).

Diya Chauhan(XII-D):Second Position in the event Jazbaa(Slam Poetry).

Namo Jain(XII-A), Yash Mittal(XII-A), Pragun Phull(XII-A),Chiranjeev Kashyap(XII-A),Khushpreet Singh

(XII-C): First Position in the event: Crime Masters (Acting).



November 03,2020 October 27,2020

‘Virtual MUN Conference’ by Queen Mary’s School, 

Delhi.

‘BEHES’ – an online Debate Competition

Riya Yadav(XI-D) and Sayesha Dhulia(X-C) received a ‘High

Recommendation’ and Tarushi Kalra(XI-D) ‘Best Delegate’ at

the Virtual Model United Nations Conference organised recently

by Queen Mary’s School, Delhi.

Pranjal Chakraborty and Yash Srivastav of

XI-B made it to the Best Speaker Standings

with their oratory skills.

Tarushi KalraSayesha DhuliaPranjal Chakraborty Riya YadavYash Srivastav



October 26,2020 October 22,2020

Virtual Model United Nations Conference organised

recently by Blue Bells Model School, Gurgaon.

‘nCrypt2020’ – an Annual Inter-School 

Technology Symposium by DPS Sushant 

Lok 2, Gurgaon.

Tanishq Malhotra(IX-B) and Tarushi Kalra(XI-D) of Blue

Bells Public School received a ‘High Recommendation’ and

‘Special Mention’ respectively.

Kanishk Gulia’s(XII-A) tech and musical 

skills won him Second prize in the Audio-

mixing event at nCrypt2020.

Tarushi KalraTanishq Malhotra
Kanishk Gulia



October 22,2020

‘Symphenia’- An Extravaganza of Talents, organized by Aravali Public School, Gurgaon.

Naman Srivastava(XII-B) & Shikhar Srivastava (XII-B):First Prize in the 

event Web(x) on the topic ‘Cyber Security’.

Sanchi Gupta(VI-A):First Prize in Poster Making on the topic ‘The Lungs of 

our Planet are on Fire’.

Pari Chouhan(XI-D):Second Prize in Declamation on the topic ‘Role of Youth 

in Making India a World Leader’.

Khushi(IX-A):Third Prize in Declamation on the topic ‘E-learning, a Substitute 

of Classroom Learning’.

Pranav Shrivastava(XII-A) & Yash Mittal(XII-A):Third Prize in Movie 

Making on the topic ‘Nature During Covid-19’.

KhushiSanchi Gupta Pari Chouhan

Naman Srivastava

Shikhar Srivastava

Yash Mittal

Pranav Shrivastava



October 21,2020 October 02,2020

'TechnOlympics’- an Inter-School Annual IT Fest hosted by 

the Infotech club of Cambridge School, Noida.   

Saksham National Painting Competition

organised by Petroleum Conservation 

Research Association under the aegis of 

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, 

Govt. of India.

Naman Srivastava(XII-B) secured First Position in NESICO, 

organized under 'TechnOlympics’, hosted by the Infotech club 

of Cambridge School, Noida. 

Jasmita Kumar(VII-C) won the  First Prize at 

Saksham National Painting Competition and 

walked away with a cash prize of Rs. 5000/.

Jasmita Kumar Naman Srivastava



October 14,2020

‘Cybermania’-an Inter-school fest by Blue Bells Model School, Gurgaon.

Karunesh Yadav(XI-C) & Armaan Verma(XI-C):Third Prize in CLOUD SOJOURN.

Keshav Garg(XI-C) & Harshit Gaur(XI-B):First Prize in GROOVE MAGIC.

Abhisaar Bhardwaj(XI-B) & Harsh Maheswari(XI-B):First Prize in TECHNOLANCER.

Krish Yadav(XII-B)  & Divanshu Chauhan(XII-B):First Prize in ONLY CODERS.



October 14,2020

‘Cybermania’-an Inter-school fest by Blue Bells Model School, Gurgaon.

Saanvi Nigam(V-A) & Shaurya Thapan(V-A):Third Prize in GAMECHANGER.

Pranav(VII-C) & Moksh Parashar(VII-C):Second Prize in GAMECHANGER.

Juhi Arora(IX-A) & Kushagra Luthra(IX-A):First Prize in GAMECHANGER.

Jiya Sharma(VII-D) & Daksh Chugh(VII-C):First Prize in SYNCMASH.

Suryansh Uttreja(XII-C):Second Prize in TECHNOPINION.

Deepika Gupta(VIII-A) & Dhriti Gupta(VIII-A):First Prize in TELEMATIC.





XParthenon 2020

Parthenon 2020 - the Inter-school

event celebrated by BBPS, under the

aegis of GPSC was an earnest endeavor

to let the students experience and

showcase their talent with respect to

language, art, and literature in its

myriad forms.

September 02, 2020

“Literature is a luxury ; fiction is a necessity.”-G.K. Chesterton



Teachers’ Day Celebration

September 05, 2020

The parents are the first teachers and teachers are second parents who shape the future of students .To

show gratitude towards the teachers’ efforts and guidance as mentors, students feel that it’s an

opportunity to express their love towards them. This year also, the students of BBPS decided to celebrate

Teachers’ Day virtually through Zoom Webinar platform.

“Teaching is the profession that teaches all the other professions.”-Anonymous



Hindi Diwas Celebration

September 14, 2020

“A special kind of beauty exists which is born in language, of language, and for language.”-Gaston Bachelard

Being one of the most diverse nations of the world, India is a place where numerous traditions, customs,

religions and languages flourish. Hindi enjoys the status of Raj Bhasha. The celebration of Hindi Diwas

stands as a patriotic reminder to Indian population of their common roots and unity. Hindi Diwas

celebration apprised the students that Hindi is widespread across the globe and this rich language is the

base for many words in other languages too.



Gandhi and Shastri Jayanti 

Celebration

October 01, 2020

“The future depends on what you do today.” – Mahatma Gandhi

BlueBellians of Class III observed Gandhi Jayanti and Shastri Jayanti with great enthusiasm at a special

online assembly held on September 30, 2020. The students presented dance performance, recitation of

poems and commemorated the two great personalities.



Grandparents’ Day Celebration

October 10, 2020

“Grandparents are the footsteps to the future generations.” Anonymous

BlueBellIians celebrated Grandparents’ Day to honour the love and care bestowed upon them by their

lovely Grandparents. The showcase of beautiful emotions through art, song, play, dance was overwhelming

for all the Grandparents. The cherry on the cake was the participation of the Grandparents in various

activities.



Cyber Awareness Infographic Contest

October 17, 2020

"As the world is increasingly interconnected, everyone shares the responsibility of securing cyberspace." - Newton Lee.

IT Department, BBPS organized an Intra-school Infographic Contest for the classes IX to XII on the virtual

platform. The event provided students a scope to exhibit their technical and creative skills with great

enthusiasm and passion even in this phase of pandemic. It was a surprise to see the number of entries

and the thought behind the infographics made by our students.



Dandiya Raas Celebration

October 24, 2020

“Let’s worship Maa Durga to bless us with power and strength for a purpose life ahead.“- Anonymous

Dandiya Raas is the traditional folk-dance form of Gujarat.

BBPS family, students and parents together celebrated the

RAAS GARBA on the evening of Saturday, October 24, 2020

with great enthusiasm. Traditional dress code ‘Ghaghara

choli and traditional kurta-dhoti’ was followed by all the

participants. This event brought awareness among the

students about the traditional customs while enjoying the

Dandiya night.



Dussehra Celebration

October 25, 2020

“There is no denying that there is evil in this world, but the light will always conquer the darkness.”- Idowu Koyenikan

The auspicious festival of Dussehra was celebrated by the students of the Pre-Primary Wing with great

zest and zeal through a series of festive and traditional activities like decorating kalash, Ravan Mask

making and Dandiya Stick Making.



National Unity Day Celebration

October 31, 2020

"Manpower without unity is not a strength unless it is harmonized and united properly, then it becomes a spiritual power.“-

Anonymous

To recognize the contribution of the first Union Home

Minister, who laid the firm foundation of the Indian

police and gave it its identity, character and direction,

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel's birth anniversary is observed

as National Unity Day on October 31 every year.

On this day, the students of the Primary Section

undertook various creative activities such as essay

writing and poster making.



New Normal

October 14 - 30, 2020

BlueBellians stand tall and strong in their effort to fight against Corona! Here are the students of the School

showcasing glimpses of how they embraced the ‘New Normal' and created awareness through participating

in multiple activities like taking a pledge to maintain Social Distancing, making posters, composing jingles,

writing slogans and acronyms, to name a few.

"The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, but on building the new.”-Socrates



Haryana Day Celebration

November 01, 2020

“Diversity is the soul of pleasure.”— Aphra Behn

Proud as we are, to be living in a

culturally rich and diverse state of

Haryana, the student of BBPS,

Jasmita Kumar, explored it further

on the occasion of Haryana

Foundation Day.



Effective Reading

November 09, 2020

“The purpose of a storyteller is not to tell you how to think, but to give you questions to think upon.”-Brandon Sanderson

To promote reading, BBPS recently organised 'Effective Reading' sessions for Classes III-V in collaboration

with the famous publisher of children’s books, Scholastic India Pvt. Ltd. Students were introduced to

different books and stories and participated in activities based on them which included fun quizzes also.



'Deepkriti' - Craft Extravaganza

November 02 - 07, 2020

“Crafting your heart out makes room for your soul to grow.” – Sara Lanon

‘Deepkriti’ was the wonderful opportunity for the students to use their creativity and embellish their

homes on the occasion of Diwali by learning to make various decorative crafts.



Diwali Celebration

November 12, 2020

“The greatness of a culture can be found in its festivals.”-Siddharth Katragadda

This year's theme for BBPS Diwali was

all about helping local artisans and

traders by choosing local products. We

celebrated Diwali by giving our vote of

trust to the Local Vendors who

illuminate our lives year after year.



Children’s Day Celebration

November 12, 2020

Children bring adventure into our lives and make us

revisit our childhood every now and then. BBPS

organised a day full of fun-filled activities for Classes

Nursery to V on the occasion of Children’s Day. Each

activity was tailor-made for different class groups and

was a huge source of entertainment for the students.

“Every child comes with the message that God is not yet discouraged of man.” — Rabindranath Tagore



Gurpurab Celebration

November 28, 2020

Students of Classes V and VII at BBPS celebrated the auspicious occasion of ‘Gurpurab’ with the singing of

’Shabads’, a small skit on the teachings of Guru Nanak, and sharing the principles of teachings of the

founder of Sikhism.

“Merge yourself in this light and enjoy the festival of lights.”- Anonymous



Library Calling

December 07-27, 2020

With immense enthusiasm, BBPS celebrated December as Library Month with the theme - ‘Adorning the

Library’. The little readers embarked on a journey of creativity and gave a flight to their imagination through

different activities like 'Book Mark Making', 'Create your Reading Corner' and 'Poster Making’. The students

acknowledged that the books, their best friends, open up windows to the world. Books inspire them to

explore and contribute towards improving the quality of their life. The students peeped into the world of

story books which brought them closer to their favourite story characters and authors.

“Libraries are starting places for the adventure of learning that can go on whatever one's vocation and location in life.”-James H. Billington



GANIT Week Celebration

December 22, 2020

BlueBellians celebrated the birth anniversary of the great mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujam by

organising 'GANIT Week' (Growing Aptitude in Numerical Innovations and Training). The aim of the yearly

initiative was to help students to overcome the fear of Mathematics by learning the subject in an

interesting and engaging manner.

“Mathematics knows no races or geographic boundaries; for mathematics, the cultural world is one country. “-David Hilbert



Christmas Celebration

December 25, 2020

Christmas is the festival which inspires the spirit of sharing and caring. Soaking in the spirit of Christmas,

the BlueBellians celebrated the festival with enthusiasm on December 25, 2020 on Zoom Webinar

platform. The boundless joy of celebrating the festival was visible on the faces of all the children.

“Gratitude unlocks the fullness of life.”—Melody Beattie.



Nano Bytes - Tiny Tots IT Fest

December 28, 2020

The Tiny Tots from Classes Nursery – UKG showcased their admirable IT skills in the event, 'Nano Bytes -

Tiny Tots IT Fest', which was conducted on December 22, 2020. These budding techies not only explained

the functions of the different parts of a computer but also made some colourful drawings which amazed

one and all.

“Technology makes more technology possible.”—Alvin Tofler




